SHOPIFY AUDIT

checklist

Audit your website and increase your conversion rate!

Let's Get Started!

This checklist will help you audit your website and increase your conversion rate, leading to more
sales. Remember, most of your traffic will come from MOBILE, so you should go through the
checklist below on both desktop and mobile.
As you look through your site, try to imagine that you’re a busy person that has never seen your site
or product before.

HOME PAGE
Does the home page look professional?
At first glance, is it easy to understand what this site sells?
Are the logo and brand appealing?

Look for easy to read standard font such as Helvetica or Lato, even Roboto
Is there a branded email with the business name (no @gmail or @hotmail)?
Is there an 800 customer service phone number?
Is there a footer with a return policy, privacy policy and/or guarantee?
Are social media icons showing and are they connected to an active page?

PRODUCT PAGES
High-quality images, both lifestyle images and product images
Does the description describe the details of the product for someone that’s never
seen it before? Check for grammar and spelling errors
Is the quantity selector on? Can you choose more than one item? (no ‘remaining
quantity’ messages)
Is there the option to show the saved amount by buying multiple items?
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PRODUCT PAGES CONTINUED
Does the site show related products?
Are there product reviews?

OTHER IMPORTANT FEATURES
Is there an “About Us” page? Builds trust and authority
Contact Us - Where can I go for questions and how can I reach a real human?
Is there a search bar?
Do you have a pop up that incentivizes people to enter their email for a discount
or newsletter?
Do you have a 404 page with a message for broken links?

CLICK ADD TO CART
Do you have the option to purchase using different types of currency?
Can you order without making an account - you want to capture emails
Are there upsell options?

CHECKOUT PAGE
Is there a guarantee?
“100% satisfaction is guaranteed” or 100% satisfaction guaranteed with every order.
Is there an upsell or buy more offer?

WANT DIGITAL DAWN AND OUR EXPERIENCED MARKETING TEAM TO HELP
YOU OPTIMIZE AND SCALE YOUR BUSINESS?

BOOK A CALL NOW
THIS IS INTENDED TO BE A GUIDE IN AUDITING A SHOPIFY SITE OR ANY OTHER ECOMMERCE PLATFORM.
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